Abstract: Observers are usually formulated as explicit systems of di erential equations and implemented using standard ODE solvers. In this paper, we show that there can be advantages in formulating the observer as a DAE (Di erential-Algebraic Equation). A canonical DAE observer is proposed and it is shown that it can be implemented using standard DAE solvers. The DAE implementation of the observer can be considered regardless of the design philosophy used (extended linearization, Lyapunov based, Lie algebraic, ...). We present a simple design strategy for this canonical DAE observer based on the extended-linearization method.
Une nouvelle m ethode de conception et d'impl ementation d'observateur 1 Introduction
We consider the problem of observer design for multivariable nonlinear systems with m inputs and p outputs described by _ x = f(x; u) (1.1) y = h(x):
(1.
2)
The state x is assumed to belong to an open set X IR n and input u to an open set U IR m . We assume that f and h are C 2 vector elds on IR n and IR p , and that the p measurements in (1.2) are independent. The problem of observer design consists of nding a scheme for reconstructing the state x based on past and present (known and/or measured) values of the input u and the output y. This problem has been extensively studied in the past, both for linear and nonlinear systems. There are essentially two approaches to the problem of state reconstruction for nonlinear systems. In the rst approach, which is a natural extension of linear observers and is very commonly adopted (for example see the techniques presented in the comparative study of 15] ), the objective is to construct a vector eld k such that the solutionx(t) of the observer _ x = k(x; u; y) (1.3) converges to the true value of the state x (in some design methods, k can also depend on time and/or the derivatives of u). The advantage of this approach is that (1.3) is an explicit system and can be solved using standard ODE (Ordinary Di erential Equation) solvers. The other approach to observer design is to work directly with system equations (1.1)-(1.2), either formulating the estimation problem as a nonlinear algebraic system of equations which must be solved periodically using for example Newton's method (see for example 12]), or formulating it as an optimization problem over some sliding nite horizon which is again solved periodically 11]. This second approach has many advantages because it is not constrained by the \arti cial" requirement that the solution be expressed in the form (1.3); the drawback is that it requires development of speci c code for its implementation.
In this report, we present an alternative to these two approaches. In particular, we show that there can be advantages in formulating the observer as an implicit (descriptor) system which can then be solved using a DAE (Di erential-Algebraic Equation) solver. Even though this method is closer in spirit to the second approach described above, because DAE solvers compute the solution of algebraic equations by Newton iterations at every time step, it does not require any custom code development.
Allowing the observer to be an implicit system provides an additional degree of freedom which is useful regardless of the observer design method used (extended linearization, Lyapunov based, Lie Algebraic,...). We shall focus our attention on extended-linearization method and propose a simple strategy for the design and implementation of a DAE observer based on this method.
In Section 2, we propose a canonical DAE observer and study some of its properties. Extended-linearization approach is used in Section 3 for developing a method for choosing RR n 2677 the parameters of this DAE observer to meet needed performance and stability criteria. Section 4 is devoted to implementation issues. An example is presented in Section 5.
2 Descriptor formulation of the observer System (1.1)-(1.2) is a DAE in x (u and y are supposed to be known). This over-determined (n unknowns, n+p equations) DAE describes all the constraints (information) that we have for constructingx. To make this DAE integrable, we can do relaxation by introducing a p-dimensional vector (t) into this DAE. One way to introduce is as follows:
2) This DAE is very special because we can easily solve for in (2.2) and substitute the result in (2.1) obtaining an ODE; the result is an observer of the form (1.3). This construction is used (even though it is not presented this way) in most full-order observer design methods.
So, we see that introducing as in (2.1)-(2.2) leads to the usual explicit formulation of the observer. It is surprising to see that relaxation is introduced in (1.2), specially if the measurement noise is small, since this equation gives directly the value of a projection of y and constructing anx that satis es this equation is in general not very di cult. So let us not introduce in (1.2) and consider the DAE obtained from (2.1) and 0 = y ? h(x):
3) It turns out this formulation is closely related to reduced-order observers. The index of this DAE is at least 2 and can be arbitrarily large (index of a DAE is the number of times we need to di erentiate the algebraic equations to obtain an ODE, see 5] ). This can make the solution very sensitive to noise (see Example 2.3); this of course is a well known problem of reduced-order observers 6]. In fact, in general, this DAE cannot be solved by existing DAE solvers because, even though recently powerful DAE solvers have been developed for index 2 and index 3 systems, the only case where DAE solvers do not require that the system have any special structure and work as reliably as ODE solvers do, is the index 1 case. In fact, what really makes the DAE (2.1)-(2.2) tractable is that it has index 1 {di erentiating (2.2) once yields an ODE inx and { and not its special form.
Canonical DAE observer
In formulating the DAE observer, we like to introduce the relaxation variable in such a way that the index of the resulting DAE does not exceed 1 without introducing into (1.2).
Lemma 2.1 The following DAE has index 1: Note that allowing v to depend on y does not increase the generality of the formulation because y = h(x).
Proof: By di erentiating (2.5), we obtain:
which combined with (2.10) yields the DAE
But this DAE is in fact an ODE because, thanks to the assumption that the measurements are independent, h x (x) has full row rank which implies that the matrix on the left hand side of (2.7) is invertible. We have shown than (2.10)-(2.11) is a proper relaxation and has index 1. But this is not enough, we must show that and _ actually converge to zero (which under observability assumption implies thatx converges to the unknown state x) for proper choice of ?. Let us examine the convergence issue on an example. Note that just because the relaxation is proper, it does not mean thatx 1 converges to x 1 . For example, if u is constant and equal to 0, x 1 is completely decoupled from y and clearly cannot be estimated. It is straightforward to verify that in this case the original system is not observable. To guarantee observability, we need to make additional assumptions on u. In particular, if u is \persistently exciting", as and _ go to zero, thanks to (2.18),x 1 should go to zero as well.
In this example, the error equation was linear for the canonical DAE observer; it would not be linear for standard ODE observers. This of course is not always the case, however, INRIA since in the DAE approach, we can substitute the measured states by the corresponding outputs which are common to both the original system and the observer, we often obtain a simpler, \more linear" error equation, compared to the original system or what we would obtain using standard observers. This is an important advantage of the DAE approach which is clearly illustrated by the following example. which is linear. This is reminiscent of nonlinear observer design and in particular the construction of the observer normal form. Note however that in the DAE approach, the output injection which linearizes the error dynamics is done automatically because it is built in the formulation of the observer.
Stability Analysis
In the general case, we cannot express the estimation error in terms of a linear system. So, we consider here the local behavior of the error around zero. To carry out the local analysis, we need to make some assumptions.
Assumptions A: Initial condition x(0) and input function u(t) are such that if we let x(t) denote the solution of (1.1)-(1.2), we have the following properties: f, and its rst and second order partial derivatives with respect to x are bounded in a neighborhood of (x(t); u(t)), uniformly in t, h x and its partial derivative with respect to x are bounded in a neighborhood of x(t), uniformly in t,
? h x h T x ?1 and ? are bounded in a neighborhood of (x(t); u(t)), uniformly in t. 
Proof: Using (1.1)-(1.2) and (2.10)-(2.11), we obtain
(2.32) from which, using
(2.34) we get (2.30).
In general, local behavior and in particular local stability of nonlinear DAE's cannot be studied by their linearizations. There exist however special cases where local stability can de deduced from stability of the linearization (for an example see 16]). It turns out that (2.30) corresponds to such a special case and that the linear time-varying DAE
can be used to establish local stability property of the nonlinear error equation associated with the canonical DAE observer.
Theorem 2.1 Under Assumptions A, if the origin in (2.35) is exponentially stable, the estimation errorx =x?x, associated with the canonical DAE observer, converges exponentially to zero providedx(0) ? x(0), and (0) are su ciently small. Proof: Consider the coordinate transformation:
where
Forx su ciently small, Assumptions A hold also for the time trajectory (x; u(t)) in which case it is straightforward to show that Q(t) is bounded and has a bounded inverse. Expressing (2.30) in this new coordinate system, we obtain (dropping the explicit dependence in t to simplify the notations), assuming thatx and are su ciently small, 
is exponentially stable where
Then, the estimation errorx ? x, associated with the canonical DAE observer, converges exponentially to zero providedx(0) ? x(0) and (0) are su ciently small. Proof: If (2.56) is exponentially stable then _ 1 = (F(x(t); u(t)) + ?(x(t); u(t))H(x(t))) 1 + O(k 1 k 2 ) (2.59) is locally exponentially stable. But thanks to (2.46)-(2.50), (2.59) is equivalent to (2.51).
Let us suppose Assumptions A hold for allx 2 X and u 2 U. The observer design problem reduces to that of nding a ? that stabilizes (2.56). There is no systematic design procedure for constructing such a ?. In some cases, a constant ? may su ce, and the problem becomes closely related to the robust stability problem with parametric uncertainty for which many solutions have been proposed in the H 1 control literature (see for example 7, 13] ). In other cases, Lyapunov functions may be used for constructing more general ?'s. In Section 3, we will consider selection of ? to satisfy stability criteria related to extended-linearization considerations. Even though this method does not guarantee stability of (2.56), unless additional assumptions are made, it provides a systematic design procedure and yields a satisfactory observer in many situations, in particular when system inputs are slowly timevarying. INRIA 
Relationship with reduced-order observers
In this section, we examine the relationship between the DAE observer and reduce-order observers. In Example 2.1, we have seen that the part of the state which is directly observed, in this case x 2 , is \estimated immediately" just as in case of reduced-order observers. The resemblance with reduced-order observers however ends here. In particular, observer (2.10)-(2.11) does not have the well known problem of sensitivity to high frequency noise that reduced-order observers have. Let us illustrate this point by a simple example. Example 2.3: In practice, there is no point applying the DAE observer to linear systems because, in this case, the DAE solver which is a linear descriptor system, can be transformed into an explicit linear system. However, examining the result on a simple example can shed some light on the properties of the observer and in particular its relationship with full and reduced-order observers. So, consider the linear system _ x 1 = x 2 _ x 2 = 0 ; y = x 1 (2.60)
The standard full-order observer for this problem (expressed in Laplace domain) is: where is any positive scalar. To show why this reduced-order observer is more sensitive than the full order observer, let us suppose that the measurement available for the observer is not exactly y(t) but rather y(t) + (t) where (t) is a small but high-frequency noise. It is easy to see that in the case of reduced-order observer, the estimation error is x = 1 s s+ (2.63) So the error in the estimation of x 1 is small (= (t)) but the error in the estimation of x 2 can be very large since at high frequencies,
and must be large for fast convergence of the estimation error. The estimation error of x 2 in the full order case on the other hand is a low-pass lter applied to and it is less sensitive to high frequency noise. which means that the estimation of x 1 (x 1 = y) is just as in the case of reduced-order observer but the estimation of x 2 (which was noise sensitive in the reduced-order case) is just as in the full order observer case.
Extended-linearization method
Nonlinear observers which are based on linearizing the observation error dynamics by transforming the system into observer normal form exist only for a restricted class of systems. Even if such a transformation does exist for a system, this method which requires the computation of multiple Lie derivatives involving f and h may not be appropriate if f and h do not model the plant very accurately. In some applications such as in robotics problems, the model is constructed from analytical considerations (physical laws) so even if the parameters of the model do not match exactly those of the real system, the derivatives of f and h are still meaningful. In other applications, however, such as those encountered in chemical and automotive industry, f and h are often identi ed and their derivatives can be very di erent from those of the real f and h (if they exist at all). Standard linearization around a single equilibrium point, in general, cannot be successfully applied to these systems either. Even though inputs of such systems are often reference signals which vary slowly or are constant over long periods of time, these systems usually have multiple and distant operating points. Extended linearization is one way to address these problems. Extended linearization is a generalization of linearization around a single operating (equilibium) point. So let us rst consider this latter case.
Standard linearization
Consider the stability of the equilibrium point (u = u 0 , x =x = x 0 , = 0). In this case, thanks to Theorem 2.1, we need to study the stability of To show that this choice of ? does the job, we use the result of Theorem 3.1 from which we get that the nite eigen-modes of (3.1) equal the eigenvalues of This completes the proof of the corollary.
So in the context of standard linearization, ? can be constructed as proposed in (3.5).
Extended linearization
The idea of Extended-linearization in observer design has been introduced in 2, 3] . The main idea in this approach, which is closely related to the gain scheduling technique, is to guarantee local stability of the error dynamics of the observer not just around an equilibrium point but for a family of equilibrium points.
De nition 3.1 E U X is called an equilibrium set if all (u 0 ; x 0 ) 2 E satisfy f(x 0 ; u 0 ) = 0.
Theorem 3.2 Let E be an equilibrium set such that for all (u 0 ; x 0 ) 2 E, we have Thanks to Lemma 3.1, we know that the equilibrium points around which we need to linearize (1.1)-(1.2) and (2.10)-(2.11) coincide as far as x is concerned and the equilibrium point in (2.10)-(2.11) cannot be anything else but 0. So we are in the same situation as in the standard linearization case discussed earlier, for every (u 0 ; x 0 ) 2 E. By construction f x (x 0 ; u 0 ) ? J(x 0 ; u)h x (x 0 ) is Hurwitz, so ? as de ned in (3.7) locally stabilizes the system around all equilibrium points (see the proof of the corollary of Theorem 3.1).
There are various ways to construct matrix J(x; u) (and thus ?(x; u)). This matrix must be selected such that f x (x; u) ? J(x; u)h x (x) is Hurwitz for all (u;x) 2 E. In some cases, it is straightforward to do that for all (u;x). In other cases however, we need to restrict the domain to E to reduce complexity or avoid singularities. Let A(x; u) and C(x; u) denote respectively f x (x; u) and h x (x) restricted to E:
A(x; u) = f x (x; u)j (u;x)2E (3.12) C(x; u) = h x (x)j (u;x)2E (3.13)
Then, J(x; u) must be selected in such a way that A(x; u) ? J(x; u)C(x; u) is Hurwitz. In following sections, we give two methods for constructing J(x; u). Note that, in general, A(x; u) and C(x; u) are not unique and can be expressed in di erent ways. But, it is not always possible to express them independent ofx (which means that equilibrium points cannot always be parameterized by inputs). To illustrate this point, let us consider the following simple example which has no input u. _ x 1 = x 2 _ x 2 = x 1 x 2 ; y = x 1 (3.14)
Clearly the equilibrium point corresponds to x 2 = 0 and x 1 arbitrary which implies that The nice thing about this formula is that it gives an explicit expression for J(x; u). There is no equivalent formula for the p > 1 (multi-output) case, since imposing ! does not uniquely determine J. However, if A(x; u) is cyclic for all admissible equilibrium points (of interest), we can nd a 1 p vector v(x; u) such that the pair (v(x; u)C(x; u); A(x; u)) is observable (in fact \almost any" vector v does the job, and in particular we can take v to be constant). Then using Ackermann's formula on this new pair we get: 
Regional eigenvalue placement
Often, the exact locations of the eigenvalues of the error dynamics, i (x; u), are not so important. In many cases, it is enough to require that they be \su ciently stable", i.e.,
8(x; u); Re( i (x; u)) < ? Proof: From (3.25) and (3.26), we obtain 2 P(x; u) + (A(x; u) ? J(x; u)C(x; u))P(x; u) + P(x; u)(A(x; u) ? J(x; u)C(x; u)) T + I = ( I + A(x; u) ? J(x; u)C(x; u))P(x; u) + P(x; u)( I + A(x; u) ? J(x; u)C(x; u)) T + I = 0 (3.27) but this is nothing but a Lyapunov equation which implies that I +A(x; u)?J(x; u)C(x; u) is stable which is equivalent to condition (3.23).
To show that (3.25) has a unique positive solution, simply note that it can be rewritten as ( I + A(x; u))P(x; u) + P(x; u)( I + A(x; u)) T ? P(x; u)C(x; u) T XC(x; u)P(x; u) + I = 0 (3.28) which is a standard Riccati equation which has a unique positive solution provided (C(x; u); I + A(x; u)) is observable, (3.29) ( I + A(x; u); I) is controllable.
(3.30) The rst condition holds because (C(x; u); A(x; u)) is observable and the second is trivial.
Note that matrix X (which may also depend on u andx) is an additional tunning parameter which can be used to adjust the behavior of the error dynamics. Lemma 3.2 provides a straightforward method for constructing J(x; u) and thus ?(x; u). However, it does not provide an explicit solution for it. To construct J(x; u), we need to solve the Riccati equation (3.25) . This may or may not be feasible in real-time. In most cases, we need to precompute J for a reasonably dense set of u's andx's and use, in real-time, interpolation or similar methods commonly used in gain scheduling.
Implementation issues
Numerical implementation is an issue which is rarely considered in the observer design literature. The reason for that is that, in most cases, the nal implementation is done using standard code for ODE's which are known to be very reliable. Thanks to its particular structure, the canonical DAE solver can also be implemented using existing reliable codes; but in this case, DAE solvers.
Implementing observer (2.10)-(2.11) is not much di erent from implementing a standard ODE based observer; we simply have to use a DAE solver instead of an ODE solver.
Most DAE solvers are based on the BDF (Backward Di erentiation Formula) method introduced originally in 8]. The proof is straightforward and is omitted. Finding a correct initial condition for (2.10)-(2.11) is rather easy; in particular, anyx(0) satisfying y(0) = h(x(0)) and any (0) (in particular (0) = 0) constitute a correct initial condition. As for the choice of stepsize and order k of the integrator, they depend on a number of factors related to the performance of the measuring device (for measuring u and y) and the computational power available. For example, it does not make sense to have k smaller than the magnitude of the measurement noise.
DAE solvers usually require that Jacobian matrices F z and F _ z be provided, if not, they need to be estimated which can slow down the integration and increase the risk of failure. Based on (4.3), these matrices can be easily computed: A number of multi-step BDF codes are now available and widely distributed, such as DASSL 14] . For a real-time application, DASSL may not be appropriate since it varies the step size and in a real application, usually the measurements of u and y are available by xed step sampling. Moreover, it does a lot of error control, to \protect" the user, which is not necessary for real time implementation. For experimentation however, DASSL provides a nice platform. The following example has been implemented using DASSL. We use exact pole placement as discussed in the previous section to place the poles of the error dynamics at (?10; ?10; ?10). First we need to compute A(x; u) and C(x; u). Then we have to nd J(x; u) such that the eigenvalues of A(x; u)?J(x; u)C(x; u) are all equal to ?10 for equilibrium points (u;x). It turns out that we can place the eigenvalues for all (u;x) so we don't need to explicity compute the set of equilibrium states E. So 
conclusion
In this report, we have shown that there are advantages in formulating observers as DAE's which can be implemented using existing DAE solvers. A design method based on the extended-linearization approach is presented. 
INRIA
There are many possible extensions to the work presented here. An immediate one is to allow the measurement equation depend on the input u, i.e., have y = h(x; u) instead of (1.2) (this situation seldom comes up in real applications). All the results presented here can be easily extended to this case. A more interesting extension is to consider the observer problem with unknown inputs. Unknown inputs in a sense are relaxation variables, and the problem of estimation with unknown inputs falls nicely into the DAE framework. The di culty in formulating the DAE observer in that case lies in proper combination of the unknown inputs and the (reduced) set of relaxation variables ( 's) so that the resulting DAE has the required properties. The observer with unknown inputs has applications in residual generation for failure detection. In fact, the relaxation variable can be directly interpreted as a residual, so that, in this case, the canonical DAE observer can be considered as a residual generator.
